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• Why the stratocumulus decks are where they are

• Their relationship to the ocean surface

• Their  relationship to the neighboring continents & 
seasonal cycle



23% of the ocean is covered by stratocumulus: 
dominant cloud type by area covered

Hahn&Warren, surface (ship) 
observations

Note the close relationship to the EBUS regions





Stratocumulus cloud from space* 

NASA worldview: https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/





Rotation compresses the Hadley cells to near the equator, 
where the Coriolis force - 2*air velocity*earth’s angular 

velocity*sin(latitude) - is weak 



Held and Hou, 1980

The Hadley cell is a zonal-mean construct

Doesn’t explain the zonal distribution of the subtropical 
stratocumulus decks

Lu, Vecchi, 2006

Relates width to tropopause height at equator+meridional temperature 
gradient

Relates width to local tropopause height +static stability



2001, iclim

an upper-level
land-based

anticyclone drives
descent to its west -
meaning the EBUS

regions

e.g. summer monsoons

This makes the
fundamental

connection between
land and ocean



This locates the sea level pressure maxima in the eastern 
basins

Jan
April

July
Oct

Note their semi-permanent nature, also reflected within the 
subtropical stratocumulus decks





Winds rotate 
anticyclonically

(counter-clockwise 
in the southern
Hemisphere) 

about 
the sea level 

pressure
maxima

upwelling cooler
waters, advecting

cooler air that 
supports stronger

surface fluxes
- all good for low
- clouds



Over land, the
 large-scale 
subsidence 

encounters a 
dry, deep (~5 km) 
boundary layer  

driven by 
surface heating

Over ocean, the
 large-scale 
subsidence 

traps the moisture
from ocean
evaporation 

within a boundary
 layer of 0.5-2km



The large-scale subsidence at +/- 300 off of the ITCZ has 
important consequences for the Earth’s radiative climate

“radiator fins”

The subsidence 
also discourages

upper-level 
clouds, exposing
the lower clouds
to outer space



important role for cloud-top long wave cooling

• strengthens large-scale subsidence above cloud
• is the primary driver for cloud processes



Top-down convection is very different from what we
normally think of as bottom-up buoyancy-driven convection



 + much sunlight reflected back to space; a net global cooling 
to climate ~ -10 W/m^2

The southern hemisphere decks exert a stronger cooling. 
Why?

CERES annual-mean, 
2014 I think



Warm, dry

Cool moist

The cloud cover is to first-oder set by

1) the strength of the cloud-top inversion
2) the height of the cloud-top inversion



A powerful proxy for the cloud-top inversion strength is the 
lower tropospheric stability: �θ700hpa − θ1000hpa

these levels are readily available
in reported levels from radiosondes,

reanalyses, models





6%/1K



Individual influences on the spatial distribution and 
seasonal cycle of each deck & relation to sea surface 

temperature

• curvature of continent

• underlying ocean currents

• do clouds cool the ocean or do cooler oceans support 
more clouds?

• characteristics of the outflow of warm air from the 
neighboring continent - er, world’s most significant 
deserts



Zuidema et al. 2016, bams



The etos surface currents image



Does the ocean warm because low clouds decrease?
Or do low clouds decrease because the ocean warms?

Jan14,
2017

Jan20,
2017



Klein, 1995

Stability

Surface air temp.
SST

Free-tropospheric temperatures
Warm =>

Increasing stability =>

More clouds =>

SST cools



Jclim

Cloud fraction lead minimum SST by 15-20 days

amplifying the annual cycle

SST
SST

CF CF



De Szoeke et al., 2010, iclim

Zuidema et al., 2009, iclim

Measurements of the 
surface energy budget 
within the southeast 
Pacific EBUS region:
net warming of the
ocean by the sun of

85-120 W m-2

enough to heat a 50-m
ocean mixed layer
by 1-1.4K/month

Sensible heat fluxes of ~6 W/m^2; 
cannot maintain clouds on their own



The seasonal cycles differ in interesting ways

Northern hemisphere decks maximum in July
Southern Hemisphere decks maximum in Sept-Oct



the southern hemisphere
subtropical decks seasonal cycle is more pronounced

Wood, 2012



In the winter months in
particular, subsidence

strengthened by interaction
of prevailing westerlies

with orography

Rodwell&Hoskins, 2001



2004, GRL

Orography strengthens
 warming 

at 700 hPa in
austral winter

deflects mid-latitude 
westerlies equator ward

in Sept-Oct,
increasing surface
cold temperature

advection



The height of the marine boundary layer is crucial for low cloud
processes - and whether they are even there;

If the height is too low, clouds will not form

J. Climate



Mechoso et al., 2014, BAMS: “Ocean-cloud-atmosphere-land interactions in the 
Southeastern Pacific: the VOCALS program”

Cloud observations along 20S off of the coast of Chile

indicate height of low cloud deck ~ height of Atacama plateau 
how the low clouds adapt to the stability profile

Cooler SSTCool SST



Take-aways:

• Low clouds in the eastern ocean
 boundary regions are strongly coupled 
to both the underlying ocean & 
continents to their west

• Offshore the low clouds lead the SST, 
amplifying the SST annual cycle

• Interactions with orography are 
important for setting the
seasonal cycle, through 
affecting both free-tropospheric and
surface temperature (at different times)

Yuter et al., 2018


